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6. DARK NIGHT
The smouldering looks of Maîtres du Temps’ Chapter One 
watches are simply bewitching. Incorporating design with 
cutting-edge technology, this chronological masterpiece 
comes encased in white gold with engraved motifs of the 
moon and stars. AT eleGANT wATcH & jewelleRy
7. A HIGHeR plAce
The Ascent continues Vertu’s legacy in bringing luxury 
and style to mobile phones. It’s the ideal companion for 
today’s hectic lifestyle, with benefits including extensive 
network coverage and 32GB of internal memory. Available 
in aluminium and titanium. AT VeRTU
8. pRINTs cHARmING 
An advocate of the green message, Miu Miu takes the lead 
with its line of fabric shopping bags. Iconic prints from 
previous seasons are chosen from the fashion house’s 
archives and given a contemporary face-lift. AT mIU mIU
9. pOweRHOUse
Autumn shades are officially out. Laurèl paves the way for 
red, black and white, favoured in this season’s shift 
towards power glam, a mixture of rock star chic and 
feminine tailoring. AT lAURÈl
10. mOONlIGHT
Romain Jerome combines exquisite stones with moon 
dust in this unique collection. The amethyst jewellery set 
will dazzle your senses, with earrings, brooch and a ring 
decorated in white diamonds and amethysts.  
AT ORIeNTAl wATcH
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Trinkets ’n’ Treats
1. BeDAZZleD
The distinctly Asian look of these Bogh-Art earrings is guaranteed to be a head turner. You’ll  
lust after this striking pair of teardrop-shaped earrings, encrusted in diamonds and rose-coloured 
gemstones. AT BOGH-ART
2. eDwARDIAN cHIc
Harking back to an earlier era, Dior re-invents Edwardian haute couture for a contemporary 
audience. Keep your eye out for the Charleston platform, crafted in pink suede – this stunning 
shoe embodies feminine sophistication. AT DIOR
3. BAKeR’s cOUsIN
Embodying the spirit of legendary entertainer Josephine Baker, Boucheron takes high jewellery to 
new summits. Set in a floral motif with purple and pink sapphires and diamonds and a pear-
shaped ruby, the Josephine necklace is a must-have. AT BOUcHeRON
4. wATcH OUT 
This master timekeeper will ensure that tardiness is a thing of the past. Hautlence shows its 
tradition for fine craftsmanship with this limited-edition offering of precision pieces. Available in 
three colours: white, black and purple. AT pRINce wATcH & jewelleRy
5. TIme TRAVel 
Inspired by the glamour of art deco, Bedat evokes aesthetic elegance. This timeless piece features 
an ellipse motif adorned with sparkling gems. Available with either an alligator strap or a steel 
bracelet. AT DIcKsON wATcH & jewelleRy


